Scavenger Hunt
Bernoudy Permanent Collection Gallery
Can you spot the details pictured below?

Primary colors are what I dig. Does this remind you of a city grid?

What are the primary colors?
Can you find these same colors in other works of art in this gallery?

A one-way sign points to the sky. Is that a helicopter flying by?

What else can you find in this painting?
Name as many objects or symbols as you can.

Where, oh where, is my coonskin cap? I must have lost it in the Cumberland Gap!

Did you notice that the people in this painting are arranged in the shape of a triangle?
What other triangular compositions can you find in this gallery?
Ladies of leisure must dress the part. One is playing the piano in this work of art.

The frame for this piece was designed by an architect.

Pick out your favorite frame in this gallery.

Eyes surround a mysterious lake. Is that bull’s head real or fake?

Surrealist paintings like this one are known for their dreamlike quality.

Are there other artworks in the gallery that seem dreamlike?

Mirror, mirror, is that my reflection I see? Around the table are three men and me.

The light source in this work is the candle burning on the table.

Can you find the light sources in other paintings in this gallery?

All artworks are in the collection of the Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum at Washington University in St. Louis. For full credit lines, please visit kemperartmuseum.wustl.edu.

This activity was prepared by Allison Taylor, manager of education programs, and Stephanie Ruse, school & community programs assistant. To schedule a tour of the Museum, please contact Stephanie Ruse at ruse@wustl.edu or (314) 935-5624.